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From the author of Keynes Hayek, the next great duel in the history of economics. In 1966 two columnists joined Newsweek magazine. Their assignment: debate the world of
business and economics. Paul Samuelson was a towering figure in Keynesian economics, which supported the management of the economy along lines prescribed by John
Maynard Keynes’s General Theory. Milton Friedman, little known at that time outside of conservative academic circles, championed “monetarism” and insisted the Federal
Reserve maintain tight control over the amount of money circulating in the economy. In Samuelson Friedman, author and journalist Nicholas Wapshott brings narrative verve and
puckish charm to the story of these two giants of modern economics, their braided lives and colossal intellectual battles. Samuelson, a forbidding technical genius, grew up a
child of relative privilege and went on to revolutionize macroeconomics. He wrote the best-selling economics textbook of all time, famously remarking "I don’t care who writes a
nation’s laws—or crafts its advanced treatises—if I can write its economics textbooks." His friend and adversary for decades, Milton Friedman, studied the Great Depression and
with Anna Schwartz wrote the seminal books The Great Contraction and A Monetary History of the United States. Like Friedrich Hayek before him, Friedman found fortune
writing a treatise, Capitalism and Freedom, that yoked free markets and libertarian politics in a potent argument that remains a lodestar for economic conservatives today. In
Wapshott’s nimble hands, Samuelson and Friedman’s decades-long argument over how—or whether—to manage the economy becomes a window onto one of the longest
periods of economic turmoil in the United States. As the soaring economy of the 1950s gave way to decades stalked by declining prosperity and "stagflation," it was a time when
the theory and practice of economics became the preoccupation of politicians and the focus of national debate. It is an argument that continues today.
Originally published over two decades ago, this classic text within the philosophy of economics is a tour de force against revealed preference. It critically examines the research
programme carried out by the Nobel Prize winner Paul Samuelson on the revealed preference approach to the theory of consumer behaviour. It also challenges two essential
premises: * that the programme has been completed * that the various contributions of Samuelson are mutually consistent. This text contains a new preface by Wong, in which
he provides a detailed insight into the origins of his pioneering text, and a new introduction from Philip Mirowski, analyzing the impact The Foundation of Paul Samuelson’s
Revealed Preference Theory has had on the discipline of economics as well as explaining why it remains core reading for economists today. The defining statement of economic
method, this book will be of interest to economists everywhere.
The question that faces governments and militaries the world over is how best to allocate resources for management of defence in the new age. This book, by Shri A.K. Ghosh
who has an economics background, explores the framework for change in resource allocation and capability building. It emphasises the importance of introducing programming
in Indian defence to serve as a link between defence planning and budgeting. Them is match between defence planning and budgeting needs to be connected by the introduction
of resource constrained budgeting, having a multi-year perspective. The RMA, force modernisation, cost-benefit analysis,management of risks, and internal and external audits
are among the many issues the author has provided a perspective on. It is argued by the author that defence needs to be viewed as a giant business and, where possible,
business practices should be introduced. The book is recommended reading forth planners and decision-makers of defence management and will benefit readers from the armed
forces as well. The lay readers interested in the subject of national defence and security will also find it useful and interesting.
Scarcity is considered a ubiquitous feature of the human condition. It underpins much of modern economics and is widely used as an explanation for social organisation, social
conflict and the resource crunch confronting humanity's survival on the planet. It is made out to be an all-pervasive fact of our lives - be it of housing, food, water or oil. But has
the conception of scarcity been politicized, naturalized, and universalized in academic and policy debates? Has overhasty recourse to scarcity evoked a standard set of market,
institutional and technological solutions which have blocked out political contestations, overlooking access as a legitimate focus for academic debates as well as policies and
interventions? Theoretical and empirical chapters by leading academics and scholar-activists grapple with these issues by questioning scarcity's taken-for-granted nature. They
examine scarcity debates across three of the most important resources - food, water and energy - and their implications for theory, institutional arrangements, policy responses
and innovation systems. The book looks at how scarcity has emerged as a totalizing discourse in both the North and South. The 'scare' of scarcity has led to scarcity emerging as
a political strategy for powerful groups. Aggregate numbers and physical quantities are trusted, while local knowledges and experiences of scarcity that identify problems more
accurately and specifically are ignored. Science and technology are expected to provide 'solutions', but such expectations embody a multitude of unexamined assumptions about
the nature of the 'problem', about the technologies and about the institutional arrangements put forward as a 'fix.' Through this examination the authors demonstrate that scarcity
is not a natural condition: the problem lies in how we see scarcity and the ways in which it is socially generated.
Advanced Research Methods in the Built Environment
Climate Change as If Thermodynamics Mattered
On Being an Economist
The Ethical Imperative
Lectures on International Trade, second edition
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Samuelson Friedman: The Battle Over the Free Market
Here is a bold history of economics - the dramatic story of how the great economic thinkers built today's rigorous social science. Noted financial writer and
economist Mark Skousen has revised and updated this popular work to provide more material on Adam Smith and Karl Marx, and expanded coverage of Joseph
Stiglitz, 'imperfect' markets, and behavioral economics.This comprehensive, yet accessible introduction to the major economic philosophers of the past 225
years begins with Adam Smith and continues through the present day. The text examines the contributions made by each individual to our understanding of the
role of the economist, the science of economics, and economic theory. To make the work more engaging, boxes in each chapter highlight little-known - and
often amusing - facts about the economists' personal lives that affected their work.
This book provides a bridge between the introductory research methods books and the discipline-specific, higher level texts. Its unique feature is the coverage
of the detailed process of research rather than the findings of research projects. Chapter authors have been carefully selected by their expertise, discipline and
location to give an eclectic range of perspectives. Particular care has been taken to balance positivist with interpretivist approaches throughout. The authors
focus is on the practical consequences of research philosophies, strategies and techniques by using their own research and by evaluating the work of others.
Advanced Research Methods in the Built Environment addresses common topics raised by postgraduate level researchers rather than dealing with all aspects of
the research process. Issues covered range from the practicalities of producing a journal article to the role of theory in research. The material brought together
here provides a valuable resource for the training and development of doctoral and young researchers and will contribute to a new sense of shared
methodological understanding across built environment research.
Volume 1. Becoming Samuelson, 1915-48
The greatest strength of this thoroughly revised and expanded edition of Lectures on International Trade is its rigorous algebraic and geometric treatment of
the various models and results of trade theory. The authors, who now include Arvind Panagariya, offer both policy insights and empirical applications. They
have added nine entirely new chapters as well as new sections to several existing chapters (e.g., a greatly expanded treatment of the growing theory of
preferential trade agreements).
Environmental and Natural Resource Challenges
Figurative Language in Business and Economics
Pollution in Urban Industrial Environment
The Fascinating People and Ideas Behind Planning Your Retirement Income
Paradoxes
Handbook on Growth and Sustainability
The General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money, written by legendary author John Maynard Keynes is widely considered to be one of the top 100
greatest books of all time. This masterpiece was published right after the Great Depression. It sought to bring about a revolution, commonly referred to
as the ‘Keynesian Revolution’, in the way economists thought—especially challenging the proposition that a market economy tends naturally to restore
itself to full employment on its own. Regarded widely as the cornerstone of Keynesian thought, this book challenged the established classical economics
and introduced new concepts. ‘The General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money’ transformed economics and changed the face of modern
macroeconomics. Keynes’ argument is based on the idea that the level of employment is not determined by the price of labour, but by the spending of
money. It gave way to an entirely new approach where employment, inflation and the market economy are concerned.
While the role of metaphor in economics and business has produced multiple research articles, no comprehensive book-length study has yet appeared. The
present book is a timely attempt to fill this gap, giving a global coverage of the role of metaphor in business and economics. It spans time (from
Classical Greece to the current business network meeting-room), space (from Europe through the Americas to Asia), cultures and languages (from
continental European languages, Brazilian Portuguese to Chinese). The theoretical grounding of the book is the Conceptual Theory of Metaphor taken in a
dynamic sense as evolving with on-going research. The theory is thus used, adapted and refined in accordance with the evidence provided. Metaphor is
shown to be theory constitutive in the elaboration of economic thinking down through the ages while, at the same time, the emphasis on evidence open to
historical, cross-cultural and cross-linguistic considerations align with the current notion of situatedness. The book is a rich source of information
for researchers and students in the fields of Metaphor Studies, Economics, Discourse Analysis, and Communication Studies, among others.
An accessible introduction to climate change that outlines key scientific, economic, and political issues, reviews how the global community has
addressed the issue to date, and discusses the options being explored for further action. * Numerous primary source documents including excerpts from
important early scientific articles on climate change, global climate treaties, the 2007 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change assessment reports,
and statements from academics, businesses, religious groups, and more * A rich variety of graphics help readers understand current and expected impacts
of climate change, as well as the latest data and ideas from the scientific community on the subject of global climate change
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Author appearances (lectures, retreats, conferences); Space ads in America, Commonweal, Living Church, Living City; Feature in ASpirit of Books@ catalog
(120,000); Extensive review campaign; Direct mailings to house list (monthly); E-mail marketing to selected consumer lists
The General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money
Saving Small Island Developing States
Cambridge Harvest
The Use of Alternative Benchmarks in Anti-Subsidy Law
The Economics of Climate Change
Founder of Modern Economics

Climate change lends itself to both political economy and humor. Through the lens of thermodynamics, the payment Ecuador seeks for not drilling in the Yasuní is
equitable and efficient.
A large portion of the world lives in poverty, wars are commonplace, and natural resources are running out. The world is being mismanaged on a global scale, and no
one seems to be offering solutions. No matter how democratic the political system, there is still fierce competition for wealth and power. Our accepted values and
unquestioned assumptions have led the world as a whole to push aside important ethical considerations. DE WAELE offers new ideas to apply to world governance,
taking an ethical approach that upholds the sacredness of life and human relationships. Only an ethically-based global governance can put things right-a system of
ongoing ethical inquiry where economics and politics are oriented toward what is good for humans at the global, rather than the national, level. Albert Einstein, one
of the great scientific and humanitarian thinkers of the twentieth century, observed, "The significant problems we face cannot be solved at the same level of thinking
we were at when we created them." Think in new ways and be inspired to be part of the solution in "Governing the World."
Interest in economics is at an all-time high. Among the challenges facing the nation is an economy with rapidly rising unemployment, failures of major businesses and
industries, and continued dependence on oil with its wildly fluctuating price. Americans are debating the proper role of the government in company bailouts, the
effectiveness of tax cuts versus increased government spending to stimulate the economy, and potential effects of deflation. Economists have dealt with such
questions for generations, but they have taken on new meaning and significance. Tackling these questions and encompassing analysis of traditional economic theory
and topics as well as those that economists have only more recently addressed, 21st Century Economics: A Reference Handbook is intended to meet the needs of
several types of readers. Undergraduate students preparing for exams will find summaries of theory and models in key areas of micro and macroeconomics. Readers
interested in learning about economic analysis of an issue as well students embarking on research projects will find introductions to relevant theory and empirical
evidence. And economists seeking to learn about extensions of analysis into new areas or about new approaches will benefit from chapters that introduce cutting-edge
topics. To make the book accessible to undergraduate students, models have been presented only in graphical format (minimal calculus) and empirical evidence has
been summarized in ways that do not require much background in statistics or econometrics. It is thereby hoped that chapters will provide both crucial information
and inspiration in a non-threatening, highly readable format.
Why isn't society doing better economically, socially and environmentally? Why have the advances in science and technology not led to more wealth, well-being and a
brighter outlook for humanity? This book argues part of the blame lies with the theory and practice of economics. Standard economics is based on poorly conceived
premises and method, resulting in misguided policy prescriptions. These helped cause the 2007 crisis, inhibit economic recovery, foster future crises, and restrain
society in addressing its social and environmental problems. The book shows that what is considered responsible economic, financial and fiscal policy puts society in
an economic straightjacket that prevents the full development of its productive potential. It presents the outline of a new economics, a social science that can help
generate the productive potential to create a dynamic, socially equitable and environmentally sustainable society.
Resource Allocation and Management in Defence: Need for a Framework
A Study on the WTO, the EU and China
Need for a Framework
Crisis, Economics and the Emperor's Clothes
The Stern Review
The Limits to Scarcity

Interest in John Maynard Keynes has increased significantly over the past decade with the publication of his collected writings, increased access to his unpublished papers, and the resulting
explosion of secondary literature. Responding to this renewed attention, this collection brings together economists and historians of economics with scholars from philosophy and other related
fields to reconsider Keynes’s work and its legacy. Several of these essays look at Keynes not simply as an economist, but more broadly as a philosopher. Special attention is directed to his views
on aesthetics and moral philosophy, as well as his contributions as a probability theorist. The development of the Keynesian heritage is also considered: How did Keynesian ideas become
assimilated and domesticated into the mainstream of economic thought—to the point of becoming dominant as the orthodoxy of the economics profession? What was the relationship between
postwar British conservatives, Keynes’s work, and Britain’s relative economic decline? The archivist in charge of Keynes’s papers provides an additional vantage point on Keynes’s working
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methods and the broad range of scholars interested in his writings. Finally, all of the essays are followed by a responder’s comments, thus providing an exchange of viewpoints. Contributors. A.
W. Coats, Allin F. Cottrell, Jacqueline Cox, William Darity, John Davis, Robert Dimand, Peter Groenewegen, Kevin Hoover, Henry E. Kyburg Jr., David Laidler, Michael S. Lawlor, Greg Lilly,
D. E. Moggridge, R. M. O’Donnell, Kerry Pearce, Jochen Runde, Teddy Seidenfeld, J. D. Tomlinson
Independent, rigorous and comprehensive analysis of the economic aspects of climate change.
"The Making of a Post-Keynesian Economist: Cambridge Harvest gathers up the threads of the last decade of the author's 28 years in Cambridge. The essays include autobiography, theory,
review articles, surveys, policy, intellectual biographies and tributes, and general essays"-Contains chapter overview and outline, learning objectives, key concept review, helpful hints, multiple choice questions and problem solving questions
Governing the World
Paul Samuelson
The General Theory and Keynes for the 21st Century
The Lives and Ideas of Great Thinkers
New Financial Horizons
The Emergence of an Economy of Communion

Terence Hutchison has made a unique contribution to debates in the history of economic thought and in economic methodology. The material collected here - much of which is
appearing for the first time - includes some of the most significant and provocative parts of this contribution. Working from the principle that an idea that offends no one is not
worth entertaining, the essays selected here offer a major reinterpretation of what has been called `the Smithian Revolution', and especially of Ricardo, plus a re-assessment of
subjectivism and the methodology of the Austrian school.
Samuelson's text was first published in 1948, and it immediately became the authority for the principles of economics courses. The book continues to be the standard-bearer for
principles courses, and this revision continues to be a clear, accurate, and interesting introduction to modern economics principles. Bill Nordhaus is now the primary author of this
text, and he has revised the book to be as current and relevant as ever.
"This book captures much of the spirit of Paul A. Samuelson. Those who know Samuelson, one of the great economists of the twentieth century, only through his writings may have
already sensed his wit, his intellect, his brilliance. This book brings these into focus, through details of his personal history and a wealth of anecdotes from colleagues and
students." - Joseph E. Stiglitz (Foreword) "Probably more than anyone else in the twentieth century, he transformed the way economists think and write." - Avinash Dixit
"Samuelson set a standard in teaching and citizenship.that few if any will ever match." - Kenneth Rogoff "To know Paul Samuelson is to be engaged in a life-long intellectual
conversation with the most important economist of our times." - Richard Zeckhauser About Paul Samuelson: Paul Anthony Samuelson is Institute Professor, Emeritus at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Born in the American midwest in the first half of the twentieth century, he was a provocative student of Jacob Viner and was later wooed
from Harvard to MIT. He developed original methodology and instigated controversies in his profession. Samuelson is the author of the best-selling economics textbook of all time,
for which he never received an author's advance payment. He is legendary for his expansive, penetrating, undogmatic thinking and generosity of spirit-to students and colleagues
alike. He has contributed to national economic policies and business trends and was the winner of the 1970 Nobel Prize in Economics. Paul Samuelson: On Being an Economist is a
concise profile of this original thinker whose forceful, profound, skeptical and expansive intellect drove one of the fundamental transformations of twentieth-century economic
theory. About the Authors: Michael Szenberg, Ph.D., Distinguished Professor of Economics and Chair, Finance and Economics Department, Lubin School of Business, Pace
University, is editor-in-chief of The American Economist. His books include New Frontiers in Economics, coedited with Lall Ramrattan, with a Foreword by Paul A. Samuelson
(Cambridge University Press, 2004). Aron A. Gottesman, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Finance and Economics Department, Lubin School of Business, Pace University, is coauthor of
Insurance Logic, Second Edition (Captus Press, 2005). Lall Ramrattan, Ph.D. teaches Economics at the University of California, Berkeley. His books include Reflections of Eminent
Economists, coedited with Michael Szenberg (Elgar Publishing Co., 2004).
This Handbook assembles original contributions from influential authors such as Herman Daly, Paul Ekins, Marina Fischer-Kowalski, Jeroen van den Bergh, William E. Rees and
Tim Jackson who have helped to define our understanding of growth and sustainability. The Handbook also presents new contributions on topics such as degrowth, the debt-based
financial system, cultural change, energy return on investment, shorter working hours and employment, and innovation and technology. Explorations of these issues can deepen
our understanding of whether growth is sustainable and, in turn, whether a move away from growth can be sustained. With issues such as climate change looming large, our
understanding of growth and sustainability is critical. This Handbook offers a broad range of perspectives that can help the reader to decide: Growth? Sustainability? Both? Or
neither?
New Perspectives on Keynes
21st Century Economics: A Reference Handbook
A Reference Handbook
Climate Change
The Making of a Post-Keynesian Economist
Contentious Essays on History and Method
This text presents a clear and accurate introduction to economics. This edition features material on the economics of the information age, has a revised treatment of international economics and uses realPage 4/6
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world examples to discuss concepts.
Working capital is commonly understood as the fund needed to meet the day-to-day expenses of an enterprise. A finance manager finds that the funds for meeting these expenses get blocked in current
assets. He, therefore, looks for liquidity support in net working capital (NWC), which is equivalent to the excess of current assets over current liabilities. A banker also looks at the size of NWC as the long-term
stake of the business in funding the current assets. But for a production manager, liquidity is synonymous to uninterrupted supply of material inputs to the production lines. Similarly, for a marketing manager,
if there is no production, his marketing outlets dry up despite demand in the market. While the finance manager discourages overstocking of inventory, the production manager and the marketing manager
dread of being out of stock. In this conflict the goal of the organisation often takes a back seat. This book aims at resolving these conflicts by adopting a techno-financial approach to working capital
management. In the previous edition a full chapter on Service Business: Risk Analysis and Working Capital Assessment was introduced to understand the nature of service business and the risks associated
with it followed by developing a model for assessment of working capital requirement. Whereas, in the Fourth Edition, a new chapter on Technological Progress, Innovations and Startups—A New Financing
Methodology has been introduced to fill a long-felt gap in financing of emerging industries. Besides, the book is revised and updated extensively by incorporating the current researches in the field; particular
mention can be made of Cash pooling system, Bullwhip effect and newer approaches to inventory recording system. Throughout the book, every concept is presented with worked-out examples and case
studies for easy comprehension of the subject. The book is primarily addressed to postgraduate students majoring in Finance and to those pursuing professional courses in Accounts (CA) and Cost
Accounting (ICWA). The book will also be very useful for practising finance executives, risk managers and also purchase/materials managers. TARGET AUDIENCE o MBA (Finance) o CA and ICWA
Aspirants
In the debate over the treatment of China in trade remedy investigations, this book focuses exclusively on anti-subsidy law. As such, it brings a long neglected and often underestimated area of international
trade law to the fore.Exploring the delicate relations between the WTO, the EU and China, it focuses on the current legal framework for the use of alternative benchmarks in anti-subsidy law and analyses the
consequences that arise from its practical application in investigations against China. Scrutinizing recent developments in WTO anti-subsidy law, in particular the adoption of country-specific rules in accession
protocols, the book reveals the shortcomings of the current approach and argues for fundamental reforms. Accordingly, the book provides academics and practitioners alike with vital insights into the legal
evolution and practical application of alternative benchmark methodologies in the context of WTO and EU anti-subsidy law, while also putting forward a critical analysis of the status quo.
This book aims to propose a unique analytical framework to find out the general successful experience for large developing countries, which are defined with two main physical characters of large population
and vast land. They are naturally crucial for the global development. Thirteen countries are chosen as large developing countries in this book, which are China, India, Russia, Brazil, Mexico, Indonesia, South
Africa, Iran, Egypt, Pakistan, Nigeria, Ethiopia and Congo (DRC). On the basis of selecting massive data, the author analyzes the performance of large countries in terms of human resources, natural
resources, market size and other factors. The book conducts the comparative study of large countries' latecomer strength, transformation path and innovation strategy with the perspective of development
economics. It presents a comprehensive overview about large developing countries.
A study by the method of rational reconstruction
Experience and Theory
Microeconomics
Foundations of Paul Samuelson's Revealed Preference Theory
The Uses and Abuses of Economics

The 800 years of scientific breakthroughs that will help salvage your retirement plans Physics, Chemistry, Astronomy, Biology; every field has its intellectual giants
who made breakthrough discoveries that changed the course of history. What about the topic of retirement planning? Is it a science? Or is retirement income
planning just a collection of rules-of-thumb, financial products and sales pitches? In The 7 Most Important Equations for Your Retirement...And the Stories Behind
Them Moshe Milevsky argues that twenty first century retirement income planning is indeed a science and has its foundations in the work of great sages who made
conceptual and controversial breakthroughs over the last eight centuries. In the book Milevsky highlights the work of seven scholars—summarized by seven
equations—who shaped all modern retirement calculations. He tells the stories of Leonardo Fibonnaci the Italian businessman; Benjamin Gompertz the gentleman
actuary; Edmund Halley the astronomer; Irving Fisher the stock jock; Paul Samuelson the economic guru; Solomon Heubner the insurance and marketing visionary,
and Andrey Kolmogorov the Russian mathematical genius—all giants in their respective fields who collectively laid the foundations for modern retirement income
planning. With baby boomers starting to hit retirement age, planning for retirement income has become a hot topic across the country Author Moshe Milevsky is an
internationally-respected financial expert with the knowledge you need to assess whether you are ready to retire or not Presents an entertaining, informative
narrative approach to financial planning Understanding the ideas behind these seven foundation equations—which Moshe Milevsky explains in a manner that
everyone can appreciate—will help baby boomers better prepare for retirement. This is a book unlike anything you have ever read on retirement planning. Think
Suze Orman meets Stephen Hawking. If you ever wondered what the point of all that high school mathematics was, Moshe Milevsky's answer is: So that you can
figure out how to retire...while you can still enjoy your money.
This book explores the rationalities and functions of securities markets and takeover activities. Focusing on the Chinese experience of utilizing the securities market
as an effective mechanism of corporate control, this volume analyses the future development of China's financial market in the era of economic globalization.
Providing an overview of the historical development of the securities market and a literature review of the economic functions of stock markets, Securities Markets
and Corporate Governance also examines the legal regimes governing securities markets and takeovers in some leading corporate economies including the US,
Germany, Japan and the UK. This volume then focuses on the Chinese experience, proposing a model which balances internal corporate governance and external
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market control for China.
Offers an introduction to modern economics principles.
The 2008-10 financial crisis and the global recession it created is a complex phenomenon that warrants detailed examination. The various essays in the book utilise
several alternative paradigms to provide a plausible explanation and a credible cure. This book provides this important analysis in great detail and from different
theoretical perspectives, presenting a clearer understanding of what went wrong and expounding misinterpretations of current theories and practices. Thirteen
insightful chapters by eminent scholars investigate the background of the crisis and draw lessons for economic theory and policy. They largely illustrate that the
roots of the recession lie in the financial sector which, over the past few decades, has expanded considerably in terms of both size and complexity. They show that
financial innovation has decoupled the real and financial sectors - not always to the benefit of economic stability - and argue that financial markets should be
regulated more astutely in order to reinforce transparency and accountability. The book concludes that economics as a science should give proper weight to financial
variables and integrate them into its models.
Master of Modern Economics
WORKING CAPITAL MANAGEMENT : STRATEGIES AND TECHNIQUES, Fourth Edition
Becoming Samuelson, 1915-1948
Large Countries' Development Path
The Economics of the Yasuní Initiative
Metaphor and Mills
Small island states have a big problem - the environmental consequences of climate change. This text introduces and explains the key
environmental policy challenges and suggested responses to them.
A significant part of economics as we know it today is the outcome of battles that took place in the post-war years between Keynesians and
monetarists. In the US, the focus of these battles was often between the neo-Keynesians at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
and the Chicago monetarists. The undisputed leader of the MIT Keynesians was Paul A. Samuelson, one of the most influential economists of the
20th century and arguably of all time. Samuelson’s output covered a vast number of subjects within economics, the quality of theseoften
pioneering contributions unmatched in the modern era. The volume focuses both on how Samuelson’s work has been developed by others and on how
that work fits into subsequent developments in the various fields of speciality within which Samuelson operated.
This book is devoted to the lasting impact of The General Theory (and Keynes’s thought) on macroeconomic theory, methodology and its
relevance for understanding the post-crisis challenges of the 21st Century. A number of contributions take their departure from Keynes's
presentation during the 1930's of his new macroeconomic understanding and its policy implications. Other chapters take a more pluralistic
view of Keynes's ideas and their importance for contemporary debates. Further, it is demonstrated that many textbooks often misrepresent The
General Theory and therefore cannot be a reliable guide to 21st Century economic policy.
Competing Explanations
Contesting the Politics of Allocation
Securities Markets and Corporate Governance
Economics
The 7 Most Important Equations for Your Retirement
A Chinese Experience
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